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About This Game

Rex: Another Island is a platforming adventure inspired by the classics.

Featuring:

Open world platforming action, containe 5d3b920ae0 
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Genre: Action, Indie
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shysaursoft
Publisher:
Pixeljam
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OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 Ghz CPU
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Short and sweet, a really enjoyable and cute platformer collectathon game, it's fun to get all the achievements and offers
some challenge, specially for those who like speedrunning. A very enjoyable MS-DOS inspired collectathon-platformer.

I'd recomend to anyone how likes this style of game.. Beat it with 100% completion in an hour and some change, it's
short and incredibly sweet. Everything is well drawn, and the music is a big plus as well. It can be as simple of a game of
making it from point A to point B, or you can go for the collectathon route and try and get everything; just all depends
on how you want to play it. Has a lot of cute design 'teaching' moments without actually ever spelling the mechanics
directly out, besides the most basic controls. I highly recommend it at any price, preferably the full price for a well

designed, thought out, tight controlling and above all adorable platformer.. A really good platformer that all takes place
on one giant map/level, but still has several distinct biomes. You can beat the game in just a few minutes if you know

where you're going, but this is a game built for replayability and speedruns. There's three endings- 1) collect all the gems
and make it to a special exit, 2) collect all the coins and make it to a special exit, and 3) make it to the 'normal' ending

exit. The gems/coins exit are considerably more difficult, as you might expect. The controls work well, though
occasionally they're a bit punishing- you really need pixel-perfect jumps in a few spots. But it never feels unfair. Music

is good, but you can turn it off if desired. Graphics are nothing that will blow you away but they serve the game well and
have a great retro feel. This isn't just another crappy 2d platformer to idle for cards, this is actually a good game. edit:

11/28/2017: A few more notes: The devs are really nice people, the game's music is actually STELLAR (there's hints of
Donkey Kong Country here), and more players need to be checking out this game, particularly speedrunners. It's a real
gem.. I enjoyed this game. Very good. Buy unless you are gay.. Takes about an hour to get all three endings and then

there's no more reason to play the game unless you speedrun.. Finally the game is on the mac :) It is really a cute game. I
loved every moment while playing. Although at some parts, it was quite challenging (specially to get all the 3 endings).

The world design is great, every part is calculated. Although all the obstacles and enemies are not changing much but the
designers always find new ways to use them.I totally recommend this game :). Wonderful little gem of a game.

-The Secret Ending Speedrun Contest Starts Today- : For those that enjoy a good challenge, may we humbly suggest that
you try to top the leaderboards for the SECRET ENDING SPEEDRUN over the next week. That means you have to get

all 777 coins (yikes) and the appropriate exit doorway. not easy. But for the top 3 on Dec 11, we have fabulous prizes
awaiting the winners.. Pixeljam Presents NOVA DRIFT - A Deep ARPG-SHMUP : Hello all, We're excited to

announce that after almost 5 years in development, NOVA DRIFT is ready for the world to play: (Click anywhere that's
NOT the 'add to cart' button for more info on the game) It's an ARPG-Styled space brawler with tons of customization

options, depth and polish. Kind of like Asteroids meets Path of Exile.. Rex has been updated to 1.01, LEADERBOARD
& SPEEDRUN CONTEST : Hello All, We've uploaded an update to Rex, bumping the game to version 1.01. Here is

what changed: - Speedrun exploit fixed, preventing player from being able to reset while banking coins. (Sorry!) -
Millisecond granularity added to timer / time submitted to leaderboards. - Timer now records your par time the instant

you hit an ending door (it used to wait until the fade-out finished). - Music now fades out on zone transition. We're
transitioning over to 4 new leaderboards today, since the old ones have the speedrun exploit reflected in them. The old

ones will say RETIRED. In celebration of the new leaderboards, we're having a CONTEST: Today starts the Magic Gem
Speedrun Contest , ending 1 week from today (next Monday). Top 3 get prizes, including existing Pixeljam Games and

some other goodies. The top overall score at the end of 6 weeks will also get a Dino Run T-Shirt.. The Rex: Another
Island OST Is Here / Weeklong Deal - 25% Off : Pixeljam is happy to announce that the official and complete OST to

the game has launched as DLC: Thanks to Pete Gresser for making such wonderful music and to shysaursoft for a
wonderful game! ------ ------ ------ ------ Also the base game, Rex: Another Island is 25% off this week - if you have not
picked it up yet, now is a good time :) ------ ------ ------ ------ And finally we'd like to announce the winners of the recent

leaderboard contests: Secret Ending Speedrun: Surujin All Gems Speedrun: Mr. Ticklish von Picklewickle Normal
Ending Speedrun: Mr. Ticklish von Picklewickle Top Overall Score: Mr. Ticklish von Picklewickle Nice work Mr..
FREE GAME OFFER / 80% Off The Entire Pixeljam Collection / 10% Off Nova Drift This Week : Hello all, This
week we are running a big discount on our entire collection of older games: Get the bundle for 85% off! Our newest
published title NOVA DRIFT is also discounted 10% this week: Also, the Nova Drift OST Composer Miles Tilmann

(me, actually) is selling his entire 20 year discography for 80% off: Finally, if you'd like a free game , fill out this survey
and share one of our announcements as well (links are in the survey): Take care, -Miles Pixeljam
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